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I. INTRODUCTION

1. These written comments are respectfully submitted on behalf of the Columbia Law School Human Rights Clinic, African Refugee Development Center, Allard K. Lowenstein International Human Rights Clinic at Yale Law School, Center for Social Justice at Seton Hall University School of Law, Florida Coastal School of Law Immigrant Rights Clinic, Institute for Justice & Democracy in Haiti, Migrant and Refugee Rights Project of the Australian Human Rights Centre at the University of New South Wales School of Law, Physicians for Human Rights and Professors James Gathii, Tally Kritzman-Amir, Stephen H. Legomsky and Margaret L. Satterthwaite (“Intervenors”) pursuant to permission of the President of the Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights (“Court”) and in accordance with Rule 44(2) of the Rules of the Court.

2. Brief descriptions of each of the Intervenors are set out in Annex I. Together, the Intervenors have substantial expertise in advocating for full implementation of human rights norms in domestic and international migration policy, including before national, regional and international courts.

3. This case concerns the interdiction and summary return of African sea migrants by Italian authorities to Libya, raising the question of whether such conduct put Italy in breach of, inter alia, the non-refoulement obligation under Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights (“Convention”). It arises at a critical time. While irregular sea migration is not a new phenomenon, the international community has increasingly recognized the need to identify the legal constraints on migration control practices, including maritime interdiction, that may obstruct migrants’ access to protection and thereby expose them to the risk of torture or other harm. While, as described below, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and various United Nations bodies have made clear that such practices may contravene international human rights standards, this Court has yet to decide a case in this particular context.

4. These written comments provide guidance on international human rights standards and state practice regarding interdiction of sea migrants. Drawing on international and regional jurisprudence, the first section describes legal constraints on interdiction practices, including the extraterritorial applicability of the non-refoulement principle and the procedural protections that states owe interdicted migrants. The second section evaluates state practice, describing states’ traditional recognition of the protection needs of sea migrants. It also highlights the negative consequences of Australian and U.S. practices that do not comply with international human rights standards.

II. THE APPLICATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS PRINCIPLES TO INTERDICTION ON THE HIGH SEAS

A. The non-refoulement principle applies extraterritorially and constrains interdiction practices that obstruct access to protection or expose migrants to the risk of harm.

5. This Court has consistently interpreted the non-refoulement principle “so as to make its safeguards practical and effective,” prohibiting conduct that would “plainly be contrary to the spirit and intention” of the Article 3 prohibition on torture and ill-treatment, even where such conduct is not explicitly contemplated by the Article’s terms.1

6. Thus, in determining whether the non-refoulement principle applies, the Court has focused on the practical effect of state conduct, rather than its geographic locus. Most recently, in Al-Saadoon v. U.K., the Court found that the UK’s non-refoulement responsibility was engaged where it relinquished custody of detainees in Iraq notwithstanding that the UK did not effect a “return,” “expulsion” or “extradition,” that is, conduct explicitly contemplated by the terms of non-refoulement provisions in major human rights treaties.2

7. This practical approach to the non-refoulement principle is consonant with the Court’s decisions holding, in the context of other Convention provisions, that state responsibility is engaged by conduct undertaken during interdiction operations on the high seas.3

---

1 Soering v. UK, Appl. No. 14038/88, July 7, 1989, ¶¶87-88 (interpreting Article 3 of the Convention as prohibiting return of an individual where there is a real risk of torture or inhuman and degrading treatment).
3 See Medvedyev & Others v. France, Appl. No. 3394/03, July 10, 2008, ¶50 (referral to the Grand Chamber) (concluding that France’s responsibility was engaged where French commandos boarded a ship and arrested the crew); Xhavara &
8. Moreover, the Court’s practical approach to non-refoulement accords with the views of the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the U.N. Committee Against Torture and the U.N. Human Rights Committee, all of which have recognized that state responsibility is engaged wherever an individual comes under the effective “authority and control” of the state, regardless of location. The Committee Against Torture has addressed the issue specifically in the interdiction context, finding Spain’s responsibility engaged with regard to non-refoulement where it interdicted sea migrants and conducted extraterritorial refugee status determinations.

9. Beyond the issue of authority and control, the question of whether state conduct breaches an international obligation is determined by the content of the obligation. Rather than being territorially bounded, “non-refoulement is precisely the sort of obligation which is engaged by extraterritorial action, for it prohibits a particular result—return to persecution or risk of torture—by whatever means, direct or indirect, and wherever the relevant action takes place.” For this reason, UNHCR, the Committee Against Torture and the Human Rights Committee have declined to find the content of the non-refoulement obligation territorially bounded. Similarly, the Inter-American Commission, addressing the issue in the interdiction context, has found “no geographical limitations” to the non-refoulement obligations in the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man and the U.N. Refugee Convention.

10. Moreover, it would be incongruous with this Court’s practical approach to Article 3 if it were interpreted as territorially bounded and inapplicable to interdiction operations on the high seas, for three key reasons.

11. First, the application of the non-refoulement principle to conduct beyond state borders is critical to forestalling its circumvention. It is increasingly common for states to make initial entry and return decisions beyond their territory. Were external border controls beyond the reach of the non-refoulement principle, these measures would enlarge a state’s ambit of control and exercise of jurisdiction while shrinking its responsibilities in human rights and refugee protection. Thus, according to UNHCR, the non-refoulement obligation is binding “regardless of whether the state first

Others v. Italy & Albania, Appl. No. 39473/98, Jan. 11, 2001 (assuming that Italy’s responsibility was engaged where its navy attempted to board but collided with a ship carrying Albanian migrants, but finding inadmissibility on other grounds).

4 See UNHCR, Advisory Opinion on the Extraterritorial Application of Non-Refoulement Obligations under the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol (2007), ¶35 (finding that the “decisive criterion is not whether that person is on the state’s national territory, or within a territory which is de jure under the sovereign control of the state, but rather whether or not he or she is subject to that state’s effective authority and control.”); U.N. Comm. Against Torture, Conclusions and Recommendations of the Comm. Against Torture Concerning the Second Report of the United States of America, CAT/C/USA/CO/2 (2006), ¶15 (emphasizing that a state must ensure that the non-refoulement obligation is “fully enjoyed by all persons under [its effective control]...wherever located in the world”); U.N. Human Rights Comm., General Comment No. 31: The Nature of the General Legal Obligation of States Parties to the Covenant, CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.13 (2004), ¶12 (emphasizing that a state must respect and ensure the right of protection from refoulement “for all persons in their territory and all persons under their control”).


7 See supra note 4.


encounters the refugee inside or outside its own territory;” otherwise, “the international refugee protection regime would be rendered ineffective.”

12. Second, were the non-refoulement principle territorially bounded, the availability of protection would turn on an individual’s ability to subvert border controls and enter clandestinely, rather than on the individual’s need for protection. In addition to effectively encouraging dangerous smuggling practices, such an interpretation would render protection out of reach for an entire class of refugees who have fled home states but have been unable to secure entry into new states prior to departure. These “refugees in orbit” would be left vulnerable to extraterritorial exercises of state control, unconstrained by international human rights law.

13. Third, this Court and U.N. bodies have consistently found that the non-refoulement obligation is absolute and applies even under exceptional circumstances, including a declared state of emergency. To permit states to act contrary to the non-refoulement principle outside their borders, when such acts would never be permissible within their borders, would be at odds with the consensus on the primacy of the non-refoulement principle.

14. Furthermore, it follows from these principles that the non-refoulement obligation constrains interdiction operations in two particular ways.

15. First, the non-refoulement principle constrains interdiction operations that obstruct access to protection and thereby expose individuals to risk of torture or other harm. This practical ambit is illustrated by the widely accepted principle of “chain refoulement,” derived from the non-refoulement obligation, which prohibits transfer of an individual to a state which is likely to further expel him to a place where he is at risk of torture or other harm. The non-refoulement principle is thus implicated not only by the immediate effects of state conduct, but also by its foreseeable consequences. Indeed, UNHCR has emphasized that states may not return individuals “directly or indirectly, to a place where their lives or freedom would be in danger” and other U.N. bodies have affirmed the same. This logic applies equally to interdiction on

---

11 UNHCR, The Haitian Interdiction Case 1993, Brief Amicus Curiae, 6 Int’l Journal of Refugee Law 85, 88 n.7 (1994); UNHCR ExCom, Interception of Asylum-Seekers and Refugees, supra note 9. See E. Lauterpacht and D. Bethlehem, UNHCR, The Scope and Content of the Principle of Non-Refoulement: Opinion (2.1), ¶67 (emphasizing that the obligation attaches “to the conduct of state officials or those acting on behalf of the state wherever this occurs, whether beyond the national territory of the state in question, at border posts or other points of entry, in international zones, at transit points, etc.”); G. Goodwin-Gill, The Refugee in Int’l Law 248 (2007) (emphasizing that the principle regulates “state action wherever it takes place” including “through its agents outside territorial jurisdiction”).

12 UNHCR, The Haitian Interdiction Case 1993, Brief Amicus Curiae, supra note 11, at 92.

13 See UNHCR, Addressing Security Concerns without Undermining Refugee Protection, UNHCR’s Perspective, Rev. 1 (2009), ¶6 (“Non-admission at borders and barring access to the asylum procedure not only endangers bona fide asylum-seekers but could serve, ironically, as an incentive to terrorism by encouraging those involved to seek entry through illegal means”).

14 The term “refugee in orbit” describes a refugee unable to find a country willing to examine his asylum request. See LC Jackson, Some Int’l Protection Issues Arising During the 1970s and 1980s with Particular Reference to the Role of the UNHCR Executive Comm., 27 Refugee Survey Quarterly 30, 32-33 (2008); Morris, supra note 10, at 60.


16 See U.N. Human Rights Comm., De López v. Uruguay (52/1979), Selected Decisions under the Optional Protocol, CCPR/C/PR/1 (1985), ¶12.3 (“[T]he principle of non-refoulement should be unexceptionable...to permit a state party to perpetrate violations of the Covenant on the territory of another state, which violations it could not perpetrate on its own territory.”).

17 The non-refoulement principle “encompasses any measure attributable to the state which could have the effect of returning an asylum-seeker or refugee to the frontiers of territory where his or her life or freedom would be threatened...including interdiction.” UNHCR, Summary Conclusions: the principle of non-refoulement, Expert Roundtable organized by the UNHCR and the Lauterpacht Research Center for Int’l Law, University of Cambridge, UK (2003), ¶4.

18 UNHCR, Advisory Opinion on the Extraterritorial Application of Non-refoulement, supra note 4; U.N. Human Rights Comm., General Comment No. 31, supra note 4, ¶12 (noting prohibition of transfer where there is a real risk of irreparable
the high seas where it obstructs access to protection and has the practical effect of leaving individuals vulnerable to the conduct of other states and a “real risk” of torture or other harm.\textsuperscript{19}

16. Second, interdiction on the high seas that effectively or directly “pushes back” sea migrants to the territorial waters of states with poor human rights records is contrary to the non-refoulement requirement that states act to “prevent such acts [of torture] by not bringing persons under the control of other states where they would be at risk of torture.”\textsuperscript{20} Furthermore, under the principles of state responsibility, states must “act in conformity with international obligations wherever they may arise.”\textsuperscript{21} Under these principles, a state impermissibly aids or assists in the commission of a wrongful act where it knowingly delivers an individual to a state where there is a risk of torture or other harm or further expulsion to such a state.\textsuperscript{22}

B. Procedurally, the non-refoulement principle requires that when a state conducts interdiction operations, it take affirmative steps to advise migrants of their protection rights and individually assess their claims.

17. The non-refoulement principle requires states to take affirmative steps to ensure migrants are not returned to the risk of torture or other harm, including by providing due process. If a state returned interdicted migrants without first identifying and assessing their claims, it would have breached its non-refoulement obligation if they in fact needed protection.\textsuperscript{23} Historically, inadequate procedures in various states have resulted in such returns in breach of the non-refoulement principle.\textsuperscript{24}

18. Thus, to give effect to the non-refoulement obligation, a state must afford migrants “access to fair and effective procedures for determining status and protection needs,” including, at a minimum, advising them of their rights and evaluating their claims on an individual basis.\textsuperscript{25} These requirements derive from basic principles of due process.\textsuperscript{26} They also derive from the non-refoulement principle itself, as described below.

\textsuperscript{19} See UNHCR, Conclusion on Protection Safeguards in Interception Measures, A/AC.96/987 (2003), part a(iv) (“Interception measures should not result in asylum-seekers and refugees being denied access to international protection, or result in those in need of international protection being returned, directly or indirectly, to the frontiers of territories where their life or freedom would be threatened...or where the person has other grounds for protection”); M. Pallis, Obligations of States towards Asylum Seekers at Sea: Interactions and Conflicts Between Legal Regimes, 14 Int’l Journal of Refugee Law 347, 349 (2002) (emphasizing that “[t]he practical consequences of a state’s action must be examined: if the return to the high seas would leave the refugees with no alternative but to return home, this can be said to be de facto refoulement”).

\textsuperscript{20} U.N. Special Rapporteur on Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Report of the Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, delivered to the General Assembly, A/59/324 (2004), ¶27; U.N. Human Rights Comm., General Comment 31, Nature of the General Legal Obligation on States Parties to the Covenant, CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.13 (2004), ¶10 (“[A] State party must respect and ensure the rights laid down in the Covenant to anyone within the power or effective control of that state party, even if not situated within the territory of the State Party.”).

\textsuperscript{21} UNHCR, Summary Conclusions: the principle of non-refoulement, supra note 17, ¶6.

\textsuperscript{22} See International Law Commission, Articles on State Responsibility (2001), endorsed U.N.G.A. Res. 56/83 (2002); S. Legomsky, Secondary Refugee Movements and the Return of Asylum Seekers to Third Countries: The Meaning of Effective Protection, 15 Int’l Journal of Refugee Law 567, 621 (2003) (“If a state delivers a refugee to another state that in turn violates his or her rights under international law, and the first state does so ‘with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally wrongful act,’ then the assumption here is that the first state thereby ‘aids or assists’ in the commission of that wrongful act.”).

\textsuperscript{23} See Pallis, supra note 19, at 347.


\textsuperscript{26} See ICCPR, art. 14 (providing that an individual “shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing” and “be informed promptly and in detail in which he understands which he understands of the nature and cause of the charge”); U.N. Human Rights Comm., General Comment No. 15: The Position of Aliens Under the Covenant (1986), ¶10 (“An alien must be given full facilities for pursuing his remedy against expulsion”); American Conv. on H.R., art. 8 (“Every person has the right to a hearing with due guarantees and...prior notification in detail to the accused of the charges”); Cantoral Benavides Case, 2000 Inter-Am. Ct. H.R., Ser. C. No. 69 (2000), ¶163 (emphasizing “the right of all persons to a simple and rapid remedy or to any other effective remedy...that will protect them against acts that violate their fundamental rights.”).
19. First, international human rights and refugee law require that a state advise migrants of their right to access protection.\(^{27}\) Such advice is critical to effecting the state’s larger duty to “identify those in need of international protection among interdicted persons.”\(^{28}\) This requirement is heightened for those interdicted at sea because they are particularly unlikely to be familiar with local law, and often lack access to an interpreter, legal counsel or independent advice.\(^{29}\) In these circumstances, failure to advise migrants of their rights may foreclose their invocation of state protection duties, effectively subverting the non-refoulement principle.\(^{30}\) Thus, the Committee Against Torture has repeatedly expressed concern as to whether states have properly informed migrants of their right not to be returned to torture.\(^{31}\) Likewise, UNHCR has emphasized that individuals rescued from unseaworthy vessels should be identified and given access to status determination procedures.\(^{32}\)

20. Second, a state must assess migrants’ claims individually, since discharging the non-refoulement obligation requires an evaluation of personal risk of harm.\(^{33}\) Thus, the Committee Against Torture has repeatedly emphasized the importance of individual identifications and assessments to forestall returns where there is a risk of torture.\(^{34}\) The International Law Association has emphasized that migrants should be “given the opportunity of a personal interview” with “their claims decided on an individual basis.”\(^{35}\)

---

\(^{27}\) Special Rapporteur on Torture Manfred Nowak has noted that the Article 3 non-refoulement obligation “entails an obligation to advise individuals” of their protection rights. M. Nowak & E. McArthur, *The U.N. Convention Against Torture: A Commentary* 153 (2008). The Council of Europe has similarly emphasized that a migrant has “the right to be informed of his/her legal position at decisive moments in the course of the procedure.” Directive on the Minimum Standards for Granting and Withdrawing Refugee Status, 2005/85/EC (2005), ¶13. Likewise, UNHCR has stated that migrants should “be given the opportunity, of which they should be duly informed” to contact UNHCR and “receive the necessary guidance as to the procedure to be followed.” UNHCR, *Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for Determining Refugee Status*, supra note 25, ¶192. See UNHCR, *Global Consultations on Int’l Protection*, 2nd meeting, Asylum Process [Fair and Efficient Asylum Procedures], EC/GC/01/12 (2005), ¶¶4-5; UNHCR ExCom General Conclusion on Int’l Protection No. 85 (1998). ¶(r).


\(^{29}\) See U.N. G.A. Res. 54/166, *Protection of Migrants*, A/RES/54/166 (2000) (describing “the situation of vulnerability in which migrants frequently find themselves, *owing, inter alia*, to their absence from their state of origin and to the difficulties they encounter because of differences of language, custom and culture, as well as the economic and social difficulties and obstacles for the return to their state of origin of migrants who are non-documented or in an irregular situation”); Inter-American Ct. H.R., *Advisory Opinion OC-18/3 Juridical Condition and Rights of the Undocumented Migrants* (2003), ¶112 (“Migrants are generally in a vulnerable situation as subjects of human rights”).

\(^{30}\) See Int’l Law Assoc., *supra* note 28, ¶8 (“The effective identification of those entitled to international protection requires…that states provide the opportunity to ensure that international obligations are fully implemented”); U.N. Human Rights Comm., *General Comment No. 32, Article 14: Right to Equality before Courts and Tribunals and to a Fair Trial*, CCPR/C/GC/32 (2007), ¶10 (“The availability or absence of legal assistance often determines whether or not a person can access the relevant proceedings or participate in them in a meaningful way”).


\(^{33}\) This Court has emphasized the need to establish whether “in the particular circumstances of the case, there was a real risk [of torture].” Shamayev v. Georgia & Russia, Appl. No. 36378/02, Apr. 12, 2005, ¶339 [emphasis added]; see Gamal El Rgeig v. Switzerland, CAT/C/37/D/280/2005 (2007), ¶7.2 (emphasizing the need to “determine whether the complainant runs a personal risk of being subjected to torture”) (emphasis added).

\(^{34}\) U.N. Comm. Against Torture, *Conclusions and Recommendations: France*, CAT/C/FRA/CO/3 (2006), ¶6 (expressing concern at expedited asylum procedures that fail to “distinguish between asylum applications based on article 3 of the Convention and other applications, thereby increasing the risk that some persons will be returned to a State where they might be tortured”); U.N. Comm. Against Torture, *Consideration of Reports Submitted by States Parties under Article 19 of the Convention*, China, CAT/C/CHN/CO/4 (2008), ¶26 (expressing concern at allegations of forcible returns “without any examination of the merits of each individual case”).

21. The Inter-American Commission recognized the importance of these procedural safeguards in the Haitian Interdiction Cases, finding that the U.S. impermissibly returned interdicted Haitian migrants “without making an adequate determination of their status, and without granting them a hearing to ascertain whether they qualified as refugees.”

22. The importance of advising migrants of their rights and evaluating their claims individually is further underscored by the prohibition on collective expulsion, enshrined in core international and regional human rights conventions. This Court has emphasized that a state may not take “any measure compelling aliens, as a group, to leave a country” unless it is “taken on the basis of a reasonable and objective examination of the particular case of each individual alien of the group.” Likewise, the U.N. Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has emphasized that a state may not expel a group without evaluating “the personal circumstances of each of the persons concerned.” Applying these principles to the related refoulement prohibition makes clear that a state may not conduct “push back” operations without first identifying and assessing the particularized circumstance of each migrant.

III. STATE PRACTICE OF INTERDICATION OF SEA MIGRANTS ON THE HIGH SEAS

23. The legal constraints on interdiction practices described above reflect states’ traditional recognition of the legal and humanitarian imperative to afford sea migrants access to protection. This recognition, and the modern regime of refugee protection, were born in part from the international community’s horror at its failure to protect Jews who spontaneously fled Europe in the late 1930s as “irregular migrants,” that is, without proper documentation or permission to enter. Notoriously, the St. Louis ship was refused disembarkation in Cuba, the U.S. and Canada. Forced to turn back to Europe, many of its Jewish passengers resettled in states that came under Nazi rule, where they ultimately perished.

24. As refugee protection and human rights mechanisms developed to forestall further tragedies, states repeatedly encountered crises of irregular migration. Following the Vietnam War, states responded in concert to provide processes and resettlement for thousands of Southeast Asian refugees facing potential push-backs from neighbouring states, in one of the largest scale irregular migrations of the 20th century.

---

37 See U.N. Human Rights Comm., General Comment No. 15, supra note 26, ¶10 (noting that Article 13 of the ICCPR prohibits arbitrary expulsion and “entitles each alien to a decision in his own case”); Protocol 4 to the European Conv., art. 4; American Conv. on Human Rights, art. 22(9); African Charter on Human and People Rights, art. 12(5); Int’l Conv. on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families, art. 22 (1); Commonwealth of Independent States Conv. on Human Rights & Fundamental Freedoms, art. 25(4); Arab Charter on Human Rights, art. 26(b).
42 See I. Abella & H. Troper, None is Too Many: Canada and the Jews of Europe (1986); American Jewish Historical Society, Chapters in American Jewish History: The Tragedy of the St Louis, http://www.ajhs.org/scholarship/chapters/.
43 While some southeast Asian states attempted to conduct push-back operations at this time, other states, including the U.S., urged them to give sea migrants safe haven and ultimately responded with resettlement programs. See Frelick, supra note 40, at 252-53; W.C. Robinson, Terms of Refuge: The Indochinese Exodus and The Int’l Response 127 (1998). Under the 1979 Disembarkation Resettlement Offers program, resettlement states agreed to accept any Vietnamese refugee rescued at sea by a non-resettlement state. See J. Van Selm & B. Cooper, Migration Policy Institute, The New “Boat People” 19-21 (2006).
25. This traditional recognition of protection needs is reflected in Canada’s contemporary practice of permitting sea migrants to disembark and affording them the same process as other migrants. For instance, in 1999, four boats carrying nearly 600 passengers from Fujian, China approached the coast of British Columbia. Canadian officials conducted search and rescue operations and air drops of supplies, and deployed a medical team. Upon disembarkation, the vast majority of migrants made refugee claims, benefiting from Canada’s national asylum system.44

26. The U.S. and Australia have at times recognized the importance of providing sea migrants access to protection, but their practices also illustrate that interdiction practices pose a risk of refoulement and other harms. In particular, these practices: (1) deny sea migrants access to national asylum systems, which the UNCHR has characterized as essential to refugee protection;45 and (2) implement extraterritorial claims processing, which leaves migrants vulnerable to abusive conditions and may fail to provide due process.46

27. Recognizing these problems, Australia recently abandoned its “Pacific Solution” policy.47 From 2001 to 2007, Australia routinely interdicted boats bound for or in its territorial waters and returned sea migrants to third countries for “off-shore” processing. This resulted in physical abuse of migrants during interception operations, inhumane conditions at sea and in detention centres and serious deprivations of due process, notwithstanding the presence of UNCHR or other oversight, that put migrants at risk of refoulement.48 As described below, this practice included (1) “push-backs” to Indonesia and (2) extraterritorial processing by Australian authorities.

28. In conducting “push-backs” to Indonesia, Australian authorities obtained control over and returned approaching vessels to Indonesian territorial waters.49 This practice demonstrates the danger that interdiction operations will physically imperil sea migrants when they aim to obstruct access to territory, rather than provide rescue and aid. In two notorious cases in 2001, the Australian navy kept interdicted migrants in inhumane conditions for seven days before ultimately returning them to Indonesian waters. Australian authorities denied migrants adequate medical treatment, food and water during the entire period, leading to skin infections and other illnesses. Some migrants were subjected to unnecessary use of force by Australian naval officials upon disembarkation.50

29. Moreover, Australia’s practice of returning interdicted migrants to Indonesia illustrates the dangers of “outsourcing” processing to a third state which is not a signatory to the Refugee Convention and lacks a


46 For a discussion of how extraterritorial processing “leads to an increased risk of refoulement by denying due process and access to tribunals and courts that scrutinize asylum decision-making,” see A. Francis, Bringing Protection Home: Healing the Schism Between Int’l Obligations and National Safeguards Created by Extraterritorial Processing, 20 Int’l Journal of Refugee Law 273, 298 (2008).


50 HRW, By Invitation Only, supra note 48, at 41-48.
national asylum system. Rather than constituting permissible transfers to “safe third countries,” these returns may deprive migrants of access to fair and effective determination procedures or otherwise fail to provide “effective protection.”\(^{51}\) In Indonesia, forcibly returned migrants lacked any guarantee of legal status. Where they successfully accessed the UNHCR claims processing system, migrants lacked legal counsel or the right to appeal decisions, putting them at risk of refoulement.\(^{52}\) Furthermore, by obstructing migrants’ access to Australia’s national system of asylum determination and relegating them to an inferior adjudication system in Indonesia, Australia impermissibly penalized asylum-seekers based on their mode of arrival, contrary to Article 31(1) of the Refugee Convention.\(^{53}\)

30. “Push-backs” and out-sourcing of claims processing also insulate states from public accountability, with the foreseeable consequence that migrants are left without protection and in harsh conditions. In Indonesia, many intercepted migrants live in detention centres funded by the Australian government but run by the International Organization for Migration. They have suffered from limited clean water, cramped facilities that exacerbate the spread of disease and physical attacks by local groups.\(^{54}\) Moreover, even asylum-seekers whom the UNHCR has found to be in need of protection have awaited resettlement offers for years, without lawful residence or the right to work.\(^{55}\)

31. In a second aspect of the “Pacific Solution,” Australian and UNHCR officials conducted “off-shore” processing in the Pacific island states of Nauru and Papua New Guinea of sea migrants interdicted on the high seas or near Australia’s “excised” outlying territories.\(^{56}\) Here, asylum-seekers were similarly deprived of sufficient process and put at risk of refoulement, illustrating how interdiction practices that deny migrants’ access to regular asylum adjudication systems run afoul of international standards. On arrival, migrants were detained in camps for as long as three years while awaiting the processing of their asylum applications.\(^{57}\) Asylum decisions were not subject to review by Australian courts and migrants had no recourse under national laws.\(^{58}\) Migrants, including unrepresented minors\(^{59}\) and trauma victims,

\(^{51}\) While extraterritorial processing does not \textit{per se} violate refugee and human rights standards, an interfering state runs afoul of its obligations where the processing state does not provide “effective protection” to returned migrants, including by failing to provide access to a fair and effective determination procedure, access to a means of subsistence sufficient to maintain an adequate standard of living, or where there is no explicit agreement for admission of the persons as asylum-seekers. See UNHCR, \textit{Position on Readmission Agreements, “Protection Elsewhere” and Asylum Policy} (1994), ¶5; UNHCR, \textit{Global Consultations on Int’l Protection}, supra note 27, ¶15; UNHCR ExCom, \textit{General Conclusion on Int’l Protection No. 85} (1998), ¶[a[a]; Lisbon Expert Roundtable, Lisbon, Spain (2002) \textit{Summary Conclusion on the Concept of “Effective Protection” in the Context of Secondary Movements of Refugee and Asylum-Seekers}, ¶15[f]; Legomsky, \textit{Secondary Refugee Movements}, supra note 22, at 620-21; C.M.-J. Bostock, \textit{The Int’l Legal Obligations Owed to the Asylum Seekers on the MV Tampa}, 14 \textit{Int’l} Journal of Refugee Law 279, 293 (2002).

\(^{52}\) HRW, \textit{By Invitation Only}, supra note 48, at 57-59.

\(^{53}\) Article 31 prohibits states from imposing a penalty on refugees due to their illegal entry where they present themselves without delay to the authorities and show good cause for their illegal entry. Refugee Conv., art. 31 (1954); G. Goodwin-Gill, \textit{Article 31 of the 1951 Refugee Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees: Non-Penalisation, Detention and Protection}, in \textit{Refugee Protection in Int’l Law: UNHCR’s Global Consultations on Int’l Protection} 185, 194 (E. Feller et al., eds. 2003).

\(^{54}\) HRW, \textit{By Invitation Only}, supra note 48, at 52-54.


\(^{56}\) In 2001, Australia passed legislation removing its outlying territories from its “migration zone,” creating the legal category of “offshore entry person” to refer to non-citizens who enter illegally via these territories and are denied access to the state’s regular asylum adjudication system. See Migration Amendment (Excision from Migration Zone) Act of 2001; Morris, supra note 10.


lacked access to legal assistance or independent advice. These conditions systematically resulted in erroneous determinations and the *refoulement* of individuals in need of protection.

32. In 2008, the Australian government dismantled the “Pacific Solution,” repudiating its policy of delivering migrants interdicted on the high seas to third countries for claims processing. Unfortunately, Australia maintains a discriminatory policy of subjecting sea migrants to a separate system of asylum claims processing on its “excised” outlying territories, practically obstructing their access to counsel and translators. It also continues to support efforts to intercept and detain migrants in Indonesia or Indonesian waters. Nevertheless, Australia’s recent steps reflect its acknowledgment of its obligation to make non-*refoulement* assessments and ensure the safety of asylum-seekers.

33. The U.S. has similarly acknowledged its protection responsibilities, having long-abandoned its notorious 1992-1994 practice of summarily returning Haitian sea migrants, even if they voiced fears of return. Nevertheless, U.S. practice regarding interdicted Haitian migrants has continually illustrated the inadequacy of claims processing conducted primarily at sea, which lack safeguards necessary for fair and effective determinations and create the risk of *refoulement*. In 1981, the U.S. entered into an agreement with Haiti to return sea migrants but guaranteed that “no person who is a refugee w[ould] be returned without his consent.” However, identification and claims assessment processes, conducted at sea, were so inadequate that of more than 21,000 Haitians interdicted from 1981 to 1990, immigration officers found only six individuals with credible fears warranting access to a full interview. Similarly, when in 2004 violence in Haiti prompted an exodus of sea migrants, inadequate U.S. determination procedures resulted in only three of 905 Haitians being granted access to a full determination. In what has become


60 “[P]eople in offshore processing receive no professional application assistance, and may receive limited or no access to legal advisors, media, visitors or charitable or religious assistance.” S.H. Rimmer, Dep’t of Parliamentary Service, *Information Analysis and Advice for the Parliament*, Migration Amendment (Designated Unauthorised Arrivals) Bill 2006, 2.

61 In 2006 a former government official described a pattern of material errors in decision-making at Nauru, including conflation of cases, prejudicial comments by interpreters and reliance on faulty evidence. See Marion Le, *Submission to Senate Legal and Constitutional References Comm. Inquiry into the Provisions of the Migration Amendment (Designated Unauthorised Arrivals) Bill 2006*, 2.


65 According to UNHCR, onboard processing has “proved problematic in various respects, including inter alia, ensuring adequate access to translators, safeguarding the privacy of interviews…ensuring access to appropriate counsel and providing appropriate appeals mechanisms.” UNHCR, *Background Note on the Protection of Asylum-Seekers and Refugees Rescued at Sea* (2002), ¶23.


67 Given the high incidence of serious human rights violations in Haiti during that period, there was ample reason to worry that the rarity of cases found to justify full hearings said more about the procedural adequacy of the interviews than about the merits of the claims.” Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, *Refugee Refoulement: The Forced Return of Haitians under the US-Haitian Interdiction Agreement*, 4 (1990); see Legomsky, *The USA and the Caribbean Interdiction Program*, supra note 44, at 679-80. Indeed, the interviews on Coast Guard vessels were “inherently flawed,” since they took place without privacy and were “extremely cursory.” See W. O’Neill, *Roots of Human Rights Violations in Haiti*, 7 Georgetown Immigration Law Journal 87, 96 (1993).

68 Frelick, supra note 40, at 245-7.
known as the “shout test,” U.S. immigration officials failed to inform the migrants of their right to seek protection, interviewing only those who, without prompting and often without the assistance of a Creole-speaking interpreter, indicated a fear of return.\textsuperscript{69} This approach has practically obstructed Haitian migrants’ access to a refugee determination process, resulting in the loss of protection.\textsuperscript{70}

34. In stark contrast, the U.S. has recognized the need to inform interdicted sea migrants from states with whom the U.S. has strained political relations, i.e. Cuba and China, of their rights. It has provided these migrants a specific opportunity to express any fear of persecution. U.S. Coast Guard officials are required to read interdicted Cuban migrants a statement that invites them to raise concerns regarding why they should not be returned to Cuba, informs them that they may be processed as refugees through the U.S. resettlement program in Havana and assures them that they will not be prosecuted in Cuba for their illegal departure. Similarly, interdicted Chinese migrants are provided a written questionnaire asking why they left China and giving them the opportunity to express fear of return.\textsuperscript{71} Such affirmative measures demonstrate the feasibility of interdiction practices that comply with international human rights requirements to inform migrants of their rights and individually assess their claims.\textsuperscript{72} Indeed, while U.S. interdiction practices remain rife with procedural problems, the U.S. has increasingly recognized its obligation not to forcibly return interdicted asylum-seekers, based upon both humanitarian and legal principles.\textsuperscript{73}

IV. CONCLUSION

35. As illustrated above, numerous human rights bodies and experts have recognized that the non-refoulement obligation applies to interdiction on the high seas and requires states to take affirmative steps to ensure that sea migrants have access to protection, including by advising migrants of their rights and individually evaluating their claims. A decision by this Court affirming these principles would clarify the obligations of European member states. It would be consonant with the international community’s traditional recognition of the protection needs of sea migrants and help forestall practices that, as the experiences of Australia and the U.S. demonstrate, put migrants at risk of refoulement and other harms. Finally, such a decision would lend pivotal support to the growing international recognition that states should design interdiction operations to support, rather than undercut, the regimes of refugee and human rights protection.
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\textsuperscript{70} “[Haitians] must contend with the ‘shout’ test, the crowded and chaotic conditions on board ship…The practical effect is to shut out refugees from full and fair refugee status determination procedures. The consequence is the loss of adequate protection, not only from refoulement, but also from orbit, prolonged detention, and other deprivations.” Legomsky, \textit{The USA and the Caribbean Interdiction Program}, supra note 44, at 686.

\textsuperscript{71} Human Rights Watch, Submission to CERD During its Consideration of the 4th, 5th, and 6th Periodic Reports of the U.S.A., CERD 72nd Session, 13-14 (2008); Van Selm & Cooper, supra note 43, at 12.

\textsuperscript{72} See supra, section II.B.

\textsuperscript{73} See Frelick, supra note 40, at 273-75 (noting official statements and diplomatic measures through which the U.S. has “indicated its intention to rebind itself to the obligation under Article 33 of the Refugee Convention...not to return refugees to persecution, including refugees interdicted on the high seas”). However, U.S. extraterritorial processing of interdicted Haitian migrants and Cuban migrants at Guantanamo Bay, undertaken since 1991 and 1994 respectively, continues. It poses many of the same problems noted with regard to Australian practice, including depriving migrants access to legal assistance and independent advice. See V. Clawson, E. Detweiler & L. Ho, \textit{Litigation as Law Students: An Inside Look at Haitian Centre Council}, 103 Yale Law Journal 2337, 2339-40 (1994).
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